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Changes in Illustrations of Shibaimachi in the Latter Part of the Early 
Modern Period and Their Utility as Historical Documents

NISHIDA Ami

This paper compares illustrations of shibaimachi (the Edo theater district) in order to make use of 

illustrations as historical documents and thereby gather information about teahouses, actors’ homes, 

and people in the theater industry that cannot readily be obtained from printed materials.

Hitoyobukotori Wakasancho-  was published in the third year of the Ko- ka era (1846), and since part 

of the Tenpo-  Reforms regulating theater involved relocating shibaimachi  to Saruwaka-cho, printing 

these images as nishiki-e--  which were subject to the same strict regulations as the theater-- was very 

well-received and led to the production of further works thereafter, though intermittently. The second 

section of this paper introduces a series of theater-related documents published from the Bunka to 

Tenpo-  periods as small book-form illustrations of shibaimachi before it moved to Saruwaka-cho, and 

identifies features that would be emulated in Saruwaka-cho illustrations. 

The third section chronologically charts the relocation to Saruwaka-cho along with articles about 

the illustrations, looking for key features of illustrations from the Tenpo-  to Bunkyu-  periods as well as 

changes in the significance of the publication of illustrations.

The fourth section applies the results of this analysis, first assigning additional information to the 

ichimaizuri  (single page prints) of tea houses and shops in the district as seen in Futokoroni-tamaru-  

Morokuzu (“A Scrapbook of Odds and Ends”) with the purpose of providing a concrete image of what 

it was like to work there. Then, weaving together information obtained in the process of comparing 

the illustrations, the example of Nakamura-ze is used to show how theater teahouses, theater owners, 

ushers, and other unique participants in the theater industry besides the performers themselves were 

involved in running the theater.

Specific examples from the cases covered so far are used to give a sense of what theater 

management was like after the relocation, though still in the same conditions as in the Bunka-Bunsei 

period.  

This paper’s contribution is to establish a genre of printed materials made up of the illustrations 

used as reference documents in much of the preceding research on the move to Saruwaka-cho and its 

influencing factors, locating the illustrations in the chronological order in which they were produced, 

albeit intermittently. Additionally, by comparing this information with other materials such as written 

documents and ichimaizuri , this paper reveals the various people involved in shibaimachi and the 

duties they carried out. 
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